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Let A denote the set of all natural numbers n such that every group of order n is 
Abelian. Let C denote the set of all natural numbers n such that every group of 
order n is cyclic. We prove that x:nG r,nEAmC 1 has roughly the order of magnitude 
x(log log x)-l. 6 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let A, C denote the sets of all natural numbers n with the property that 
every group of order n is Abelian, cyclic respectively. Then A 1 C, of course. 
The n E A are characterized arithmetically in the following way ([6, 
Sat2 lo]): 
If n = nr= I ppi is the canonical decomposition of n and G(n) := 
nr=,(p;- l), then ai= 1 or 2 and (n, Q(n))= 1. 
The HE C, however, are those which fulfill the condition (n, q(n)) = 1, 
where cp is Euler’s function [9]. 
Erdiis [2] demonstrated long ago that 
c lNe-YX 
n < .x log, x’ 
(n,dn))= I 
(Here and in the sequel log, means the natural logarithm iterated k times.) 
Erdbs’s result was later extended by Scourfield [7] to the class of 
“polynomial like” multiplicative functions 8 N + Z (there is some 
polynomial w E Z[X] such that w(0) # 0 andf(p) = w(p) for all primes p). 
In the present article I shall prove 
X X 
log2 -a%, xl’ 
< c 1% 
nCx log, x(log, x)1/2--E’ 
(1) 
nsA-C 
This indicates, in particular, that A is not much more populous than C. 
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The following notation will be used: p, q are always primes; Q is the set 
of all squarefree natural numbers; p(k) denotes the least primefactor of the 
natural number k> 1 (p(1) = co) and o(k) its number of different 
primefactors; c is some absolute positive constant. All O-constants are 
absolute or depend on E > 0 and L := log, x. 
Upper and lower estimations for sums Cm< y h(m), h multiplicative, will 
be important. They serve as a sieving device. An upper estimation is fur- 
nished by a theorem of Hall [4,3]. Here we shall take the opportunity to 
present some lower counterpart which hopefully will be useful in future 
applications, too. Both results together may be viewed as O-companions of 
Wirsing’s theorem [lo, Satz 11. Further, we need the estimation 
7cm(z):= c l<‘L,(z) 
log 2 k&Z 
keQ 
w(k) =m 
(2) 
with 
L (z) .= m2 z + c)“l- ’ 
m * (m- l)! 
of Hardy and Ramanujan [S]. 
One has 
’ ‘= k*mc,-x ’ n < .r 
EEA k,m E Q 
(km)= I 
(k2m.&k2m))= I 
which implies that 
S:=Cl= c c 1. 
n s x I <k<Jv mc.xke2 
?ZsA-C kcQ (m.rp(m)) = 1 
(k&k*)) = 1 (mke+(k*)) = 1 
(sfm).k)= I 
We prove first the upper bound part of (1). From (3) it follows that 
s< c c 1. 
l<k<fi m<rk-2 
kcQ (dm),k) = 1 
Let z be a parameter to be chosen later such that 
2,<zdlogxz-*. 
(3) 
(4) 
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We split up and obtain S < R + xz ~ ‘, where 
RI= c c 1. 
I<k<: m<xk-2 
keQ (rp(m),kl=l 
Put y := xk-‘. Define h: RJ + R, by 
h(m) := 1 if (dm), k) = 1, 
.- .- 0 else. 
Then h is multiplicative. From Hall’s theorem [4, 33 we conclude that 
1 
m < Y 
I= C h(m)$&exp( 1 y). 
m<y P G Y (Hm),k) = 1 
We have 
Because of (4) we have k d log y for 1 <k Q z. Therefore [S, Lemma 3(ii)] 
gives 
c- ‘(‘) (log, Y+ Wag 4) <f(k) log, Y + c&J, 
dlk dd) 
where 
and 
g(k) := c iff@ log d=-& C $% (log 20(k))*. 
dlk dd) Plk 
Thus 
R 6x c (log x)/(~)- ’ k-* exp(c(log 20(k))*) =: XT, say. 
l<k<r 
kEQ 
Now let E, O<E<~, be given and put n := [EC’]. Split up 
T= c + 1 =:T,+T,. 
P(k) 4 n p(k)>n 
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For k > 1 the implications 
p(k) <n *f(k) < I- l/n 
p(k) > n *f(k) < 1 - rf@‘/nk 
hold true. The former is trivial and the latter may be proved by 
mathematical induction with respect to m := w(k). We have 
T, <(log x)-l’” c k-*exp(...)+(log~)-~‘~. 
1 <k<Z 
We have also that 
T2 < c (log x)-nU”)‘nk k-* exp(***) 
l<k<z 
= mtl E(m) c G,(kh 
k<z 
kcQ 
w(k) = m 
where we put 
and 
E(m) := exp(c(log 2m)‘) 
. 
By (2) we have 
Since G,f for t < nmL/2n, we have 
T2+ &{nmL;.;E(m)Gm(%) L,(z)+ 1 E(m) G,(z) L,(z) dvl2n B z 
We choose z=n-“L/2n with y 20, and obtain 
T2< & {h-‘)* s1+ s*>, 
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where 
and 
s, := c E(m) n -‘“L,(z) 
m s .L’ 
Then 
S2 := C E(m) exp( -2n”--“) L,(z). 
T??>> 
s, <E(y) f n~2”L,(=)~E(y)(10g2)“-2 
m=l 
S2 = C + C <<(2y) f L,(z)+ i E(m)exp( -2~““) L,(z) 
.v<m<2y m > 2.v ???=l m=l 
G E( 2y) log z. 
Therefore 
We choose z := L(log L)“’ which is in accordance with (4) and obtain 
T?<L-‘(logL)-“2+V(2y). 
From n-” = 2n(log L)li2 we get log y+log, x which implies E(2y)+ (log L)“. 
The proof of the upper estimation is now complete. 
We turn to the lower part of (1). From (3) it follows that 
S> c S(xqp2;q), whereS(y;q) := 1 1 
L<y<L2 m<y 
(m.dm))= I 
v(m) s+ O(Y) 
P(m)>L* 
In the sequel we think of q, L < q < L2, to be fixed and y varying. One has 
S(y;q)k c l- 1 1 =: s, - s2. 
m d Y m<y 
v(m) d O(q) (m@(m)) z 1 
P(m) > L2 Pb)=-L2 
Sums like S, have been estimated from above in [2, p. 781. If we put 
E = 1 there we get 
s,< yL-1. (5) 
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It remains to estimate S, from below. We define h: N + IF!, by 
h(m) := 1 if cp(m) &O(q) and p(m) > L2. 
.- .- 0 else. 
Then h is multiplicative and 
s,= 1 h(m). 
m < y 
At this stage we state and prove some lower counterpart of Hall’s theorem. 
It runs as follows. 
THEOREM. Let h: N -+ [w + be multiplicative, h( 1) = 1. Assume there are 
positive constants a, b, yO such that 
C h(p)logp>ay for Y~YO (6) 
P G v 
h(p) G b for all p. (7) 
Then there is some positive constant C which depends at most on a, b such 
that 
C h(m) 3 C& exp ( 1 y) for ally B yg. 
m $ y PCY 
Obviously this inequality may by continued to y b 2 if we allow C to 
depend on y,, too. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let y b y,. Then we have 
log y 1 h(m) 2 C h(m) log m 2 c h(m) 1 log P 
m < .” m<,v m < .” Plm 
= 1 1% p 1 h(m)= 1 log p 1 h(b) 
PQ Y IHQY PGY k< .vp-’ m=-O(p) 
2 C log P c W)h(p)= c h(k) 1 h(p)log P 
PCY k< yp-l k G y PC yk-i 
k* O(P) Plk 
> 1 h(k) 1 h(p) log P- c h(p) log P 
k < y p<yk-’ plk > 
h(k) 
2aY 1 k --blog y c h(k) 
k < Y.V; ’ k<y 
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which implies 
We interrupt the proof of the theorem with the following 
LEMMA. Let h: N + R + be multiplicative, h( 1) = 1, and (7) be fulfilled. 
Then there is some positive constant d which depends on b at most such that 
c h(k) 
k<z 
k2dexp 
This is [ 1, Lemma 3.51. We propose here a simplified version of Bar- 
ban’s proof. Let x be some parameter to be chosen later and put P := 
np d x p. Then one has 
< +~logk=&$&ogp 
logz k,P k plk 
<bc= n ( . 
lwp~x 
We choose x :=z’ with l := 1/2bc. Then 
Now it is easy to complete the proof of the lemma and of the theorem, 
using (7) once again. 
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We resume the proof of the lower bound part of (1). One has to estimate 
S1 from below. We apply the theorem. First one has to ensure that con- 
ditions (6), (7) are fulfilled; (7) is fulfilled with b = 1. We have 
c NP)logP= c lOtitP2 c hP- 1 log/J- 1 h3P. 
P d Y 
.Zr,, 
PCY PCLZ 
p5(‘,) 
P=-L 
The first sum is > cy. The second sum is < L3. The third sum is < cyq-’ 
for y > q* by the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem. Consequently 
C Np)logp>cy for y>yo:=L4. 
PGY 
Our theorem yields 
S,$&exp(zYy) for Y>L*. 
One has 
By [2, Lemma 23, the last sum is 
1% Y 4~(log,y+logq)<~+1. 
Therefore 
S,%-&exp (-c?) for y3 L* 
and, consequently, 
S,d- 
log L 
for L*G ydx. 
By (5) the same estimation holds true for S( y, q). Now we have 
s4x 1 
x 
log L L<q<LZ q-2 %- L(log L)2 
and the lower bound part of (1) is established. 
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